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Cast your mind back to your childhood.  You had a bicycle and with it, 
that huge sense of freedom to go anywhere, whenever you felt like it.

It was just you and your bike. Your ticket to adventure. Your way of 
connecting with friends or getting to school. Or simply shooting the breeze 
and thinking about life’s endless possibilities. You haven’t felt that freedom since you started driving a car. Those 

uncomplicated joys that brought you happiness every day. Those feelings 
were real because the experiences that created them were also real.  They 
didn’t happen on a screen and you didn’t ‘like’ them by clicking a button. 
We believe one of the best ways of achieving personal happiness  
today and tomorrow is to reintroduce the simple joys of your  
childhood from yesterday. 
We work with you to select the perfect hand-built bicycle that fits your 
body, your capability, your purpose and your sense of style. It may be 
small and simple, it may be a stunning eye-catcher or it may provide 
electric assistance to get you up the slopes or through a stronger than 
expected breeze.  
Every day of the rest of your life should be filled with happiness. Your 
Blackwell and Sons bicycle can be a part of that experience and lift the 
happiness you feel to a whole new level. We share in your pleasure by helping you enjoy a happier, healthier life.  
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Freedom, joy and authenticity

Our brand story



Blackwell and Sons embodies prestige, desire, indulgence, 
romance and luxury. 

We’re not just another bike retailer. We don’t claim expertise 
in mountain or racing bike technology. We don’t do Lycra. 

We’re a lifestyle emporium, offering hand-crafted cycles and 
accessories of unsurpassed style and quality to discerning 
customers who value life’s finer experiences. 

We sell an aspiration. 

Our guiding principle is Slow Motion, where true 
appreciation for life is achieved by slowing down, eliminating 
stress and distraction, and fully opening our senses to the 
people and places around us.

What        stand for



Who        serve
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Blackwell and Sons customers celebrate life, value quality, take pride in their appearance and 
possessions, and care deeply about the impression they make with their partner, family and friends.

Spent 30 years building a successful 
international cosmetics business. Shops 
at David Jones and Moore Wilson’s. 
Belongs to local Bridge and tennis 
clubs. Aims to retire with husband to 
countryside within five years. 

Soon-to-be empty-nester after 22 
years as stay-at-home mum. About 
to reinstate weekly “date night” with 
husband after an absence of many 
years. Values weekend social time with 
girlfriends.

Disillusioned with career in corporate 
public relations. Has made the bold 
decision to resign and open a boutique 
bed and breakfast with husband. 
Regularly attends cooking schools in 
Italy and southern France.
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Retired. Recently remarried after 
15 years divorced. Declining health 
is a concern. Determined to extract 
maximum value from every day.
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Blackwell and Sons delights its existing and prospective 
customers with a unique mix of intelligence, warmth, 

style and respectful humour – in store, online and across all 
promotional channels. 

We don’t preach or hard sell. We sell chic bikes and 
accessories, not dodgy used cars. We share information and 

stories that showcase the benefits of our merchandise and the 
Slow Motion lifestyle by association.

Our brand position is firm. We don’t discount or undercut 
simply to secure a sale. We don’t scream at you in our 
advertising. Nor do we apologise for our pricepoints. We’re 
proud of what we stand for and who we serve.

How        speak



Satisfied customers living the Slow Motion lifestyle are 
key to our public-facing communications. 

Our customers have fascinating stories to share, and we enjoy 
helping them to do so. Breath-taking photos and videos are 
essential to our storytelling style.

We’re an integral part of the communities we serve. Our 
store managers are well-known, upstanding pillars of society 
(it says so in their CVs). We strive to develop mutually 
beneficial relationships with like-minded businesses and 
organisations in the neighbourhood.

Our personality



 > Aspirational. We’re selling an attainable dream.

 > Approachable. Laughter is central to the Blackwell and 
Sons personality. We’ll share a jovial moment with you 
whether or not you buy a cycle. (Sure, we might laugh a bit 
harder if you buy one.)

 > Committed to providing the highest quality of merchandise 
we can source.

 > Adventurous. We love the challenge of finding new and 
unusual products to delight our customers.
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 > Arrogant or snooty. We sell classy goods, but we don’t mind 
where you grew up or what your current GV is.  

 > Exclusively British or European in our tastes. We peddle 
(see what we did there?) high-quality merchandise sourced 
from around the globe.

 > Big, impersonal and inaccessible. We’re a community 
retailer, first and foremost.

 > Gratuitously expensive. Our prices reflect the quality of the 
merchandise we sell.
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Hand-built, British-assembled Pashley cycles are the 
foundation of the Blackwell and Sons lifestyle offer.

Pashley cycles are classically stylish, technically sophisticated 
and unfailingly reliable. They’re not simply bikes, they’re 

treasured possessions to fall in love with and pass on from 
generation to generation.

Blackwell and Sons is New Zealand’s exclusive supplier of 
Pashley cycles and accessories. 

Hand-crafted perfection



From the moment a customer first enters a Blackwell and 
Sons emporium or engages with us online, we enter a 

relationship with them based on personal attention, respect, 
exclusivity and delight. 

Every Pashley purchaser gains membership to the 
Pashley Pedallers Society, offering advance notice of new 

product releases, special purchase offers, gifts, and regular 
communications from the world of Slow Motion.  

Our store managers are the focal point for customer 
relationships in their community. They’re highly visible, 
reliable and always ready to help.

A lifelong relationship


